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After a discussion of a space of test functions and the corresponding space of 
distributions, a family of Banach spaces @,I[ [Is) in standard situation is described. 
These are spaces of distributions having a pointwise module structure and also a 
module structure with respect to convolution. The main results concern relations 
between the different spaces associated to B established by means of well-known 
methods from the theory of Banach modules, among them B, and g, the closure of 
the test functions in B and the weak relative completion of B, respectively. The 
latter is shown to be always a dual Banach space. The main diagram, given in 
Theorem 4.7, gives full information concerning inclusions between these spaces, 
showing also a complete symmetry. A great number of corresponding formulas is 
established. How they can be applied is indicated by selected examples, in 
particular by certain Segal algebras and the A,-algebras of Herz. Various further 
applications are to be given elsewhere. 
0. 1~~RoDucT10N 
While proving results for LP(G), 1 < p < co for a locally compact group 
G, one sometimes does not need much more information about these spaces 
than the fact that L’(G) is an essential module over Co(G) with respect to 
pointwise multiplication and an essential L’(G)-module for convolution. It 
turns out that similar methods, suitably refined, can be applied to obtain 
related results for other Banach spaces B of “smooth” functions or 
“distributions,” as long as they allow multiplications by a suffkiently rich 
family of smooth function and have a sufficiently large class of regularizing 
(convolution) operators acting on them. For example, as will be shown it is 
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possible to approximate any f E B by test functions of the form k * k’ * hf in 
such spaces (under suitable hypotheses). 
Although such a double module structure on B (one with respect to 
pointwise multiplication, the other being the convolutive structure) is 
frequently available for spaces considered in harmonic analysis (such as 
LP(G), M(G), A(G), P(G), A,(‘3 in the sense of Herz, strongly character 
invariant Segal algebras (cf. [ 11 I), solid, reflexive W-spaces, etc.) or in the 
theory of functions spaces (Besov-spaces, Bessel-potentials, F&,-spaces, 
cf.-[27], etc.), usually only implicit use is made of it. Thus the relevance of 
the presence of a pointwise structure in the discussion of spaces of multiplier 
(i.e., operators commuting with translations), and vice versa the implications 
due to the presence of a convolutive structure in the discussions of spaces of 
pointwise multipliers is often somewhat hidden. It is one of the purposes of 
this paper to point out the relevance of such structures, and in particular, to 
discuss their interdependence. As will be seen the connections and the 
symmetry between the two structures is quite strong (cf., for example, the 
main diagram given in Theorem 4.7). 
Since we did not want to exploit this symmetry only for simple special 
cases we have decided to describe a general frame (to be called “standard 
situation”) first, which of course requires the treatment of various technical 
problems. That the family of Banach spaces (B, ]I &J in standard situation is 
large is indicated by the list of examples given in [ 12, Sect. 11. Besides this 
fact the symmetry of this general frame allows to obtain results pairwise (cf. 
Section 4), i.e., an assertion and its “dual” version. Nevertheless it is 
sufficient to discuss one version in detail, the other version following by 
“dualisation,” i.e., by interchanging the roles of multiplication and 
convolution. For certain Banach spaces of quasi-measures the dual version 
can be obtained by an application of the extended Fourier transform [ 111. 
Furthermore, the sum or the intersection, as well as any interpolation space 
of a pair (B’, B*) of such spaces is again in standard situation, as well as the 
Banach dual B’ of a minimal space B. Thus, applying the usual functional- 
analytic constructions (with some care) one does not leave the class of 
spaces under consideration. 
This paper is organized as follows: In Section 1 the relevant definitions 
and basic results concerning Banach modules and harmonic analysis are 
given. In Section 3 the so-called standard situation is described: The spaces 
B to be considered in the sequel will be a Banach spaces of distributions 
having two module structures, one with respect o pointwise multiplication 
and the other with respect o convolution. In order to obtain full generality a 
description of the possible spaces A, of test functions and their topological 
dual is required. This is given in Section 2. It will allow to apply the results 
not only to spaces of (tempered) distributions on R”, but also to spaces (of 
kernels) of multipliers over locally compact groups or spaces of ultra- 
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distributions on IR” (cf. [3, 271). It should be mentioned here that, 
nevertheless, the (almost) complete symmetry between these two structures 
can already be verified if one considers suitable Banach spaces of locally 
integrable functions, containing X(G) as a dense subspace, having isometric 
left translations and being Banach modules over Co(G) (pointwise), e.g. 
Co(G) itself. Having this situation in mind (corresponding to the choice 
A = Co(G), A, =X(G), A,’ = R(G), i.e., space of Radon measures) would 
allow the reader to appreciate the basic results without forcing him to care 
about technical problems at a first reading. In Section 3 also the weak 
relative completion g of B is introduced. It will turn out to be the largest 
space associated with B is a natural way. Furthermore, it will be proved that 
fi is always the dual of a Banach space in standard situation. 
Section 4 represents the central part of this paper. There both kinds of 
module operations are considered simultaneously and their connections are 
clarified. Associated with each space B in standard situation there is a family 
of spaces, obtained by module theoretic methods. A number of formulas is 
combined to give Theorem 4.7, the main result of this paper. It contains a 
simple method of reduction (part A), and the “main diagram,” showing that 
at most ten spaces can arise, which form two chains by inclusion, starting 
each with B, (closure of the test functions in B), and ending up with g. This 
diagram also visualizes the inherent symmetry between pointwise 
multiplication and convolution (in the Abelian case it can be made more 
concrete using the extended Fourier transforms). A good number of abstract 
and concrete results (e.g., concerning the Segal algebras of Reiter or the 
A,(G)-algebras of Herz) can be obtained therefrom, some of them are 
formulated in Sections 5, 6. 
In Section 5 various systematic results are stated. Among various 
possibilities we have tried to select those which are frequently required and 
useful for establishing the main diagram (and to draw informations from it) 
for concrete cases. Some of them, in particular Segal algebras, are discussed 
in Section 6, but the range of applications is much broader as will be 
explained in subsequent papers. 
1. BANACH MODULES, NOTATIONS FROM HARMONIC ANALYSIS 
As we shall treat Banach spaces having two module structures let us 
shortly recall some definitions and basic facts concerning Banach modules 
(cf. [7, 15, 251 for detailed expositions). A Banach space (B, ]] ]18) is called a 
left (right) Banach module over a Banach algebra (C, ]I I]=) (we write for 
short: B is a C-module), if it is a left (right) module over C, satisfying 
I141,~I141cll~llI, (or II~~Il,~Il~llcIl~llB) for all cEC bEB. A closed 
subspace D c B is called a submodule whenever CD c D. We shall be 
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mainly interested in Banach algebras (C, ]( I]=), having bounded, two-sided, 
approximate units (of norm C, > 0), i.e., for which there exists a bounded 
net (uJysl in C such that lim,,, ]] U,,C - c]], = 0 = lim,,, ])cz+, - c]]c for all 
c E C (satisfying supY ]] uJc < C,). There are two Banach spaces associated 
with a C-modul B in a natural way that we explain for left modules now: 
The essential part of B, written as B, here, is defined as the closed linear 
span generated by the complex product CB. The completion of B (with 
respect o C) will be written as BC, and is defined as the space of all module 
homomorphisms from C to B: BC := {T ] T: C-+ B, linear, bounded, 
T(cc,) = cT(c,) for all c, c, E C}. Whenever B is nondegenerate as a C- 
module, i.e., whenever cb = 0 for all c E C implies b = 0, there is a natural 
injection j, : B 4 BC, mapping b to T,,, given by T,(c) := cb. Clearly this 
mapping is a continuous one, and allows us to consider B always as 
subspace of BC. We call (B, 1) 118) a strong C-module whenever B is a closed 
subspace of BC (i.e., for some equivalent norm it is strong in the sense of 
[ 151). Finally we also mention that the Banach dual (B’, )I llRJ) of a left 
(right) C-module becomes a right (left) C-module by the transposed action, 
i.e., by the formula (b’c, b) = (b’, cb) ((b, cb’) = (bc, b’)), b E B, b’ E B’, 
c E C. (B’, II lle~>, en d owed with this module structure will be called the dual 
C-module for B. It is a basic result due to Rieffel, that a dual Banach module 
is always complete, and that a reflexive Banach space is complete as well as 
essential (we assume that C has bounded approximate units [25, 
Theorem 8.9, Corollary 8. IO]). 
That the (convenient) convention of writing bc for the “product” in case of 
a right module may come in conflict with other conventions (which might be 
stronger, cf. below). Whether B as to be called a left or right C-module only 
depends on the corresponding law of associativity. In particular, any left 
module over a B*-algebra (C, ]] ]]c) with involution (satisfying c:cF = (c~c,)* 
for c,, cr E C) may also be considered as a right C-module by the action 
(b, c) -+ c*b, and vice versa. 
Sometimes it will be convenient o consider locally convex algebras and 
locally convex modules, in which case the norm continuity simply has to be 
replaced by ordinary continuity of the module operations with respect o the 
given topologies. 
For the unit ball (b ] b E B, ]] b[I, < 1 } in a Banach space (B, 1) /Is) we use 
the symbol o B. Continuous injections between locally convex topological 
vector spaces will be written as B ’ 4 B*. 
The relevant results concerning Banach modules and “elementary” 
formulas to be used extensively below are now collected. 
THEOREM 1.1. Let (C, II II,-) be a Banach algebra having a bounded two- 
sided approximate unit (z+,)~~,, and let (B, (I llB) be a left Banach module ouer 
C. Then one has 
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(A) The submodule B, coincides with {bl b E B, lim,,, /I u,b - b(l,= 
O}. Furthermore, the following factorization theorem holds true: B,. = CB, or 
more precisely, for b E B, and E > 0 there exists b’ E B and c E C such that 
b = cb’, 11 b - b’ II8 < E and 11 cllc < sup, ]] z&. =: C,. 
(B) Every essential submodule of B is contained in Bc, and any 
module homomorphism T: B, + BZ satisfies T(B,) c Bg. 
(C) Bc is a C-module by the action (cT)(c,) = T(c, c), and j,, : B + B“ 
is a C-module homomorphism. Furthermore, B g j,(B) is dense in Bc for the 
strict topology. 
(D) The following “elementary” formulas hold true: 
B, = B,, = BCc, (l-la) 
BC=BCC=B ’ c * (l.lb) 
Proof: (A) This is [25, Proposition 3.41. For a very short proof of the 
factorization theorem we refer to [ 131. (B) is folklore and also clear from 
(A) ([25], Corollary 3.81). The verification of (C) is not difficult (cf. [ 151). 
Concerning (1. la) we observe that B, = B,, follows from the easy part of 
(A), and that (B), applied to T = j, gives B, c B’,. The converse follows 
from the identity cT(c,) = T(c, c) = c, Tc = c, b, for b := Tc, showing that CT 
can be “represented” by multiplying with b from the right (j,(b) = CT). The 
identity BC = BcC follows again from (B), using the fact that C = C,. 
Combining these formulas one also obtains Bee = (B’),’ = (B’,)’ = 
BcC = B=. 
Concerning equivalent or at least sufficient conditions for B to be a strong 
C-module we have for C as above 
LEMMA 1.2. (a) (B, 11 llB) is a strong module if and only if 
b -+ sup, II u,b IIs W mes an equivalent norm on B. In particular, any essential 
module is strong. 
(b) Let B be a closed subspace of B;, where B, is an essential right 
Banach module over C. Then B is strong. 
Proof. (a) It is sufficient to show that the norms ]] ]lBc and as described 
above are equivalent on B = j(B). We have ]( b llBc 2 (sup, ]] u,b 11) C;‘, 
but on the other hand Ilbllec = ~up~~.~I(cbIl~=sup~~~~lirn~Ilcu,bII, < 
suPcE oc s~P,II~I, I u,bll,. F or essential modules B we obtain directly 
II bile = Ii:, II Qlle Q (sup II uyllc) II bile for all b E B. 
Y 
(b) The relevant estimate (showing that B; is a strong C-module) will be 
llb’ll,;> supy]]uyb’]]e; for b’E B;. Given E > 0 there exists bE o B, such 
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that I@‘, b)l > II b’ IL; - E, and y,, E I such that ](b - bu,]]a < e/]lb’]]a; for all 
y > yO. Combining these facts one obtains for y > y0 
II Uyb’ Ile; 2 Ibqc b)l = I@‘9 bu,)l 
2 I@‘, b)l - I@‘, buy- b)l 
2 llb’ll,; -E - IP’II,; II&- bllrr 2 IP’II,; - k 
In fact, we have thus shown thatj,, is an isometry in this case. 
In order to describe the spaces in “standard situation” below let us now 
fix some notations from harmonic analysis (cf. [23]). In the sequel G denotes 
a locally compact opological group with Haar measure dx, and Haar modul 
A. The symbols (LP(G), ]I ]]J, 1 < p < co denote the usual Banach spaces of 
(equivalence classes of) measurable and p-integrable functions on G. Z’(G), 
the space of all continuous functions with compact support, is a dense 
subspace of LP(G) for 1 <p < co, and the closure of Z(G) in La(G) is 
identified with Co(G). The space of continuous functions on G is written as 
C(G), and C, := {f]f E C(G), suppf s K}. (L’(G), ]] ]]r) is considered as a 
Banach convolution algebra, i.e., as an algebra with respect o convolution, 
and f bff-:fW(x)=d-‘(x)f(x-‘) d f e mes an isometric involution of this 
Banach algebra. The left and right translation operators are given by 
L,fW = f(y- ‘XL R,f(x) =~-‘(Y)f(xY-‘L x, yE G. (1.2) 
Sometimes we shall use the notations h(x) :=f(xy) and f-(x) :=f(x-‘). 
One has ]]Lyf]ll = ]]f]]i = ]]RJ]]i for all YE G, MEL’, and 
]]L,,f&, = ]]f]], for f E LP(G), y E G. Furthermore, one has continuity of 
y I+ LJ (or RJ) from G into LP(G) for any f E LP(G), 1 < p < co. 
For locally bounded and locally integrable function w on G satisfying 
W(X) > 1 and w(xy) < W(X) w(y) for x, y E G is called a weight function on 
G (cf. [23, Chap. III, Sect. 7). If w(x) = w(x-‘) for all x E G the weight is 
called symmetric (we shall only use symmetric weights). The corresponding 
weighted L’-space L:(G) := {f Ifw E L’(G)} is a Banach convolution 
algebra, with the norm ]] f Ill,W := II fwll,, called Beurling algebra. If w is 
symmetric, then LL is also an involutive Banach algebra with respect to 
f -+ f-. It is well known (cf. [23]) that a Beurling algebra always has a 
bounded two-sided approximate unit (eJas, (we shall denote its norm by 
C,). Observe that ($J,,, is then a bounded two-sided approximate unit as 
well. Further terminology, in particular concerning Segal algebras, is taken 
from Reiter’s books [23, 241). 
580/51/2-4 
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2. TEST FUNCTIONS, DISTRIBUTIONS, REGULARIZATION 
We come now to the description of a family of spaces of test functions on 
locally compact groups, and the corresponding spaces of distributions, i.e., 
their duals. Without making use of structure theory it is still general enough 
to serve as a useful tool for the treatment of Banach spaces “living” on 
general groups. It will be convenient to take up the convention that the 
symbol A will only be used to denote a “nice” pointwise Banach algebra on 
G, or more precisely, a Banach space (A, I] ]lA) having the properties 
(Al) (A, ]( ]lA) is continuously embedded in (C’(G), I] ]I,); 
(A2) (A, I] ]I,.,) is a regular, self-adjoint Banach algebra with respect o 
pointwise multiplication; 
(A3) A is left and right invariant, i.e., L,A = A and R,A = A for all 
y E G, and y + LJ and y + R, f are continuous mapping from G into 
t-4 II II,& for any f E A; 
(A4) A, := A nX(G) is a dense subspace of (A, )I II,.,); 
(A5) (A, I] ]lA) has bounded approximate units of norm C, > 0. 
Typical examples are Co(G), or the Fourier algebra A(G) of an amenable 
group. Any homogeneous Banach space (A, ]I ]]J which is at the same time 
a self-adjoint Wiener algebra in the sense of Reiter (cf. [23, Chap. II]) is a 
“nice” Banach algebra. Some informations concerning “nice” Banach 
algebras A are collected now for further reference. 
PROPOSITION 2.1. Let (A, II llA) satisfy conditions (Al)-(A3). 
(A) There exists a symmetric weight w on G such that A is an 
essential left as well as an essential right LL-module with respect to ordinary 
left and right convolution. 
(B) A satisfies (A4) and (A5) if and on& if one of the following two 
conditions is satisfied: 
(A45) A has bounded approximate units (uJyeL in A,. 
(ABT) There is a bounded family (5,,)+ in A,, which consist of 
“trapezoid functions in the following sense: Given any compact set K c G 
there exists y. E M such that z,(x) = 1 on K for y > yo. 
(C) A, is a dense subspace of Z(G), C”(G), and L:(G). 
(D) Given any two bounded approximate units (e&,, (eD),,EJ in 
LkiG) and &JyeL in A, h E A and E > 0, it is possible to j?nd a,, Do, y. such 
that onefora>ao,P>Po, Y>Y~, 
Ile, * e,, * u,h -h/IA < E. 
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In parficufar, lim, lim, lim, e, * ep * u,h = h in A (of course the limit may 
be taken in any other order as well). 
ProoJ: (A) It is obvious that w(y) := max(L IIJU II4lL ll&‘II, llR;‘ll) 
defines a submultiplicative and semicontinuous (hence measurable) function 
on G, with w(y) = w(y-‘) for all y E G. By a Baire argument w has to be 
bounded on some open set, and therefore over compact sets, i.e., w is a 
symmetric weight. Observing further that the (pointwise defined) convolution 
products k * h and h * k, k E L:(G), h E A s Co(G) may be interpreted as 
vector-valued integrals in A, given by 
k*h= 
J (Ly h) k(y) 4s (2.la) G 
h * k = ( (R,h) k(y) dr (2.1 b) 
G 
assertion (A) is now clear. 
(B) Assuming (A4) and (A5) a bounded approximate unit (V,)j,, in A, 
can be obtained by replacing its members (given by (AS)) term by term by 
(sufficiently close) elements from the dense subspace A,. Renorming them if 
necessary one even may assume that they are of the same norm. That (A45) 
implies (A4) and (A5) is clear. In order to derive (ABT) therefrom observe 
the existence of a (possibly unbounded) family of trapezoid function (w,),~~ 
in A, follows from the existence of positive elements in A, (i.e. A2) and part 
(A). Using the method of [ 1 ] one verifies that a suitable subfamily of 
tvj + w/ - Ujwl)(j,OsJxL defines a bounded approximate unit in A, (again it 
may be renormed to be of norm C,). That any bounded system of trapezoid 
functions defines a bounded approximate unit for A follows from the fact 
that one has z,,h = h for h E A,, whenever y ( yo, again by approximation. 
(C) Condition (A2) implies that A, contains nonzero, positive functions 
with arbitrarily small support near the origin. Renorming them in L’(G) one 
obtains a net (g,),,, in A, satisfying ]] g, ]I, = 1 for all a E Z, and 
)Igu*k-k(l,+O for a-too, for all k EX(G), but g, * k E 
A, *.X(G) E A,. The family having common compact support convergence 
takes place in the topology of X(G). Density of X(G) in L L(G) and Co(G) 
gives the assertion. 
(D) Let h E A, E > 0 be given. Assuming that the bounded approximate 
units are of norm C,, C,, C, , respectively, it is possible to find a,, /IO, and 
y. such that one has for all a>a,, j?)/?o, and y>yo, l)e,h-hJI, < 43, 
II@ - hll, < s/3C19 and ]I u,h - h (IA < s/3C,CJ. Then one has 
II% * e4 * u,h - hll, < II% * e4 * @,h - h>llA + 11% * (e,h - WA + 
lIeah - 4 < E. 
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Remark 2.1. Since the spaces Z’(G), Co(G), and L;(G) (w symmetric) 
are “-invariant the same arguments can be used to show density of A,’ in 
these spaces. The same result is obtained using the fact that (A -, 11 /iA -), with 
11 h” ]IA - := /I h lIA as a norm, is again a nice algebra. 
Given a nice Banach algebra A as above we consider A, = A nZ’(G) as a 
topological vector space, endowed with its natural inductive limit topology 7: 
For a compact set K E G the space A, := {h I h E A, supp h c K} is a 
Banach space with respect o j] ]IA and A, is the inductive limit over a net of 
such spaces (the index set being a basis of compact sets ordered by 
inclusion). Thus, a net (h,),,, is convergent to 0 in this topology if 
supp h, z K, a E Z, for some compact set K c G, and I] h, IIA + 0 for a --) 0~). 
For A = Co(G) this gives the usual topology on X((G) = A,. 
With this topology A, becomes a locally convex topological algebra, and 
even a topological module over A (hence ideal in A). It is also a left and 
right topological module with respect o ordinary convolution algebra .X’(G). 
For later use let us also mention that the right action of L:,. on A, given by 
h . k := k- * h = 
I 
(LX-,h) k(x) dx (2.2) 
G 
(it might be called opposed left convolution) when restricted to X(G) and 
A,, respectively, gives A, a (different) right focally convex X(G)-module 
structure. 
It is clear from (2.1) that A, is a locally convex bimodule with respect o 
*. In general, however, the left action (2.la) does not commute with the right 
action (2.2). 
Our space of distributions will be of course Aof, the topological dual of 
A,. There are at least two locally convex topologies of interest on A,‘. We 
shall mainly use the weak topology a(Ao’, A,) (and we write ,D = o-lim, ,uu, if 
pu, is weakly convergent o p in A,‘). The topology of uniform convergence 
on sets of the form A,,, := {h]hEA,supph~K, ](h]],<n}, KEG 
compact, n E N will be called fi-topology. (This terminology coincides with 
the usual terminology for spaces of measures or distributions, where it is also 
called the strong topology; observe, however, that in the case of a general 
non-o-compact space this is not the same as the strong topology in the sense 
of topological vector spaces (cf. [4, p. 64, Ex. 2, p. 65, Ex. 3, 8, p. 448, 
Remark b]). 
The module structures on A, can be carried over to A,’ by transposition. 
Thus, A,’ becomes a (pointwise) topological A-module by the definition 
ow, g> := 64 k), pEA,‘, gEA,, hEA. (2.3) 
Corresponding to the three X(G)-module structures on A, given by (2.la), 
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(2.lb), and (2.2) there are the following two left and one right X(G)-module 
structures on A 0’, 
(k*C1,g):=01,kl*g)=01,g.k), (2.2’) 
(k l A g> := (4 g * k), p E A,‘. (2.lb’) 
01 l k, g) := 01, k * g), gE& k E X(G), 
(2. la’) 
We thus have again ,B l k = km *p. Furthermore, it is clear that A,’ is a 
locally convex bimodule over X(G) with respect o . . The justification for 
the use of the symbols * and . (that have been already used for “ordinary” 
convolutions) is of course the fact that the new defined actions are natural 
extensions of the old ones. In other words, using essentially Fubini’s theorem 
one shows that the natural embedding of L’(G) 2 L:,(G) 2X(G) 2 A, and 
C(G) 2 C,,(G) 2 A 2 A,, into Ao’, given by 
(f, g> := J-G.fw g(x) dx, g EA,, fEL’(G) or C(G), 
is even a left X(G)-module homomorphism if all spaces are endowed with 
their natural left *-structure. Of course a similar statement concerning l and 
pointwise products is valid. 
Furthermore, we observe that the support of p E A,’ is defined in the usual 
way, and left and right translation operators are extended to A,’ by 
(L,,u, g) := 01, L,-g) and @,A g> := 01, R,-g) for Y E G P E 4,‘, g E 4,. 
Remark 2.2. Recall that the boundedness of Mc A,,’ (with respect to 
the /.-topology) can be characterized in the following way: 
For every compact set K E G there exists C,(M) > 0 such that 
I& gl G C,W> II Ala for all g E A,. (2.3a) 
Using the existence of trapezoid functions in A,, it is not difficult to verify 
that this is equivalent o 
hM is bounded in (A’, II llA,) for each h E A,, (2.3b) 
This is the same as equicontinuity in Y(A,, C) = A,,’ in the terminology of 
Schaefer (cf. [26, 111.4.31). 
Now we have to introduce some operators which are compositions of 
multiplication and convolution operators. Let k, k’ EX(G) and h E A be 
given, Then the following (C = convolution, P = product) operators are well 
defined on A,,‘: 
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T:pt-+k*(h.u)=C,P,p is a U-operator, (2.4a) 
S:,ut-+h(k*p)=P,C,p is a PC-operator, (2.4b) 
R:pukk’*k*(hp)=Ck,CkPhp is a CCP-operator. (2.4~) 
As will be seen immediately R stands for “regularization.” 
Convention. In order to simplify notations let us write k * hp instead of 
k * (h,u) in the sequel. Thus in more general expressions of a similar form 
pointwise products are to be evaluated first, and convolutions then. 
The basic properties of these operators, making them an extremely useful 
tool, are collected in the following results: 
PROPOSITION 2.2. (A) The operators T, S, and R introduced above are 
o - u-continuous linear operators on A,‘. 
(B) If one has k E A; n C,, and h E A, n C,,, (for suitable compact 
subsets K’, K” s G), then the operators T and S are u-11 [[,-continuous from 
A,,’ to C,,,, and C,,,, respectively, on any bounded subset M of A,‘. 
(C) Iffurthermore k’ E A,, n C,, , then R is a u-1( I[,-continuous linear 
operator from any bounded subset M c A,’ to A.,,,,, c A,. 
ProoJ (A) Since these operators are derived from continous operators 
on A, via transposition this part is clear. 
(B) That the assumptions concerning A suffice in order to show that 
A,’ * A,’ C_ C(G) has been shown in [ 12, Lemma 1.101, by using the formula 
k*Ax)=(N,k’,p), where N,k(x) := d(z) d-‘(x) R,k’(x), and the 
continuity of z b N, k as a mapping from G to A,, for k E A,,. That T 
maps A,,’ into C,,,,(G) f 11 o ows now from the relation supp(k * hp) s 
(supp k)(supp hp) s KK”. We know already from (A) that T is o-u- 
continuous, and the above formula shows that p = u-lim,pu, implies 
pointwise convergence of Tp,(x) to Tp(x) for all x E G. If the net (u,),,, 
belongs to M it is now also clear that (k * hp,&, is bounded and tight in 
Co(G). The equicontinuity of this net follows now by the estimate 
using the uniform continuity of z + N, k over KK”. That weak convergence 
implies norm (i.e., uniform) convergence in that case follows from [ 12, 
Remark 2.11. 
The local boundedness and locally uniform equicontinuity of the family 
k * M suffices in order to show the corresponding result for S. 
(C) One has R,u = k’ * Tp E (A, n C,,) * CKK,, E (A, * X(G)) n 
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c K, * C,,,, G A, n C,,,,,, = A,,,,,, for any p E A,,‘. Since weak convergence 
of a bounded net (JI,&, in A,’ implies convergence of Tp, to Tp in C,,,, by 
(B), we have convergence in L L(G), and by Proposition 2.1 (A) convergence 
of Rpa to RP in (A, II IIJ. 
COROLLARY 2.3. Let (eJasl, (e4)4EJ, and (uJyeL be nets in C,, and A,, 
respectively (for some compact set K, s G), which are two-sided approx- 
imate units for L;(G) and A, respectively. Let (R,,),,EM, R,p := e, * e,, * uYy, 
M=Zx JX L be a net of operators on AD’, M being ordered coordinatewise. 
Then one has p = u - lim, R,p in A,‘. In particular, A,, is u-dense in A,‘. 
Proof. By the definition of these convolutions one has (R,p, g) = 
@, r+,(& * E?~ * g)) for all g E A,,. Applying a variant of Proposition 2.1 (D) 
and observing that the right term has common compact support, weak 
convergence of R,,u in A,,’ follows. The weak density of A,, in A,’ is now an 
immediate consequence of Proposition 2.2(C), using the fact that the density 
of A,, and A,’ in L$(G) ( see Proposition 2.1(C) and Remark 2.1) and (A4), 
respectively, allow us to choose the approximate units in an appropriate way. 
We conclude this section with a result concerning intersections of nice 
algebras (extending Proposition 2.1(C) that will be useful later (cf. 
Lemma 4.1). 
LEMMA 2.4. Let (A ‘, 11 II,., ,) and (A’, II llAI) be two Banach algebras 
satisfying (Al)-(A4). Then (A’ n A’, II [IA, + II 1142) is a Banach algebra 
satisfying (Al)-(A3), which is dense in each of these algebras. 
Proof: Properties (Al) and (A3) are obvious. Concerning density we 
argue that A:*A~z(X(G)*A~)n(A~*z(G))SA~fIA~. Since 
A i = A ’ * L $(G) and A2 = L;(G) * A2 (by the factorization theorem) the 
density of A; in L;(G) (i.e., Proposition 2.1 (C)) and the density of Ah in A i 
imply the density of Ai * Ai, hence A’ n A2, in both spaces. (A2) follows 
therefrom as well. 
Remark 2.3. It has to be left as an open question whether A’ nA2 
satisfies (A4), or even whether it has approximate units. In particular, we 
have not been able to show that the intersection of two “nice” algebras is 
again a “nice” algebra (except one assumes A ‘A2 s A’). It also seems to be 
difficult to find counterexamples. Of course, (A ’ n A2, 11 [la, + 11 l[J is a 
“nice” algebra if (and only if) there exists another nice algebra (A3, )I (IA’), 
contained in A i n A ’ (use the system of trapezoid functions in A3), which 
will be the case for all “practical” examples. 
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3. BANACH SPACES IN STANDARD SITUATION: 
THEIR WEAK RELATIVE COMPLETION B' 
The situation described in Section 2 can be used as a general frame for the 
description of a class of Banach spaces having two module structures, at a 
fairly general evel, and not only for spaces of locally integrable functions. 
The spaces considered will be called spaces in standard situation. Associated 
with each such space there is another, larger space B”, called the weak 
relative completion of B (the use of the definite article will be justified later). 
It will be shown that usually B” can be characterized as the dual of another 
space in standard situation. The usefulness of PC- and CP-operators on such 
spaces will also become clear. 
DEFINITION 3.1. A Banach space (B, 11 /18) will be called to be in a (feft) 
standard situation with respect to a (nice) Banach algebra (A, 11 llA) satisfying 
(Al)-(A5) (and the symmetric weight function w), if one has 
w-1) 43 ch (4 II IM Q4’ is a chain of continuous injections; 
(ST21 (BY II IIs> is a Banach A-module with respect to pointwise 
multiplication (i.e., the above injections are A-module homomorphisms); 
(ST3) (B, II lld is a left Banach module over some Beurling algebra 
Lb(G) with respect to convolution (i.e., B, considered on a left .X(G)- 
module, the above injections are .X’(G)-module homomorphisms, the action 
on A, and A,’ being left convolution. 
It will be convenient o call (A, B) a left standard pair whenever the above 
conditions are satisfied. It is natural to call (A, B) an essential standard pair 
whenever B is an essential Banach module with respect o both actions. 
The notion of a right standard situation (or a right standard pair) will be 
used in the case where one has . instead of * in (ST3), i.e., left opposed 
convolution as a right X(G)-action (cf. (2.2) and (2.lb’)). 
Remark 3.1. Since one has L I, n L k, = Lk (as Banach spaces), where 
w(x) := max(w,(x), w2(x)) defines a weight function on G, it is no loss of 
generality to assume that the weight w arising in Section 2 is the same as 
that used in (ST 3). 
Remark 3.2. As for (A, [IllA) itself (cf. Proposition 2.1(A)), an essential 
left Lk-structure on B can be obtained whenever (STl) is satisfied and B is 
left invariant with continuous shift, i.e., if L,B c B for all y E G, and 
y +-t LJ is a continuous mapping from G into (B, II llB) for all f E B. The 
converse is also true, as a consequence of the factorization theorem. If 
further A, is dense in B a compatible left LL-module structure on B’ can be 
obtained applying (2.2’). 
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Remark 3.3. For the continuity of the imbedding B in A,’ it is irrelevant 
whether one uses the u- or the P-topology on A,‘. In fact, assuming ]] ]lrr-a- 
continuity of the injection one can show that the mapping L: b w L,, 
Lb(g) = (b, g), g E A,, defines a linea- map from (4 II IIs) to (4, II IL,), 
having closed graph. The resulting continuity of L implies ]( I],-p-continuity 
of the injection (cf. [ 12, Remark 2.21). 
Remark 3.4. Concerning left and right standard pairs it must be said 
that for symmetric weights (only such weights will be considered) a space B 
is in a left standard situation if and only if it is in a right standard situation. 
However, the kind of action of X(G) changes. Therefore we shall speak of a 
standard pair (A, B) whenever this aspect is without importance. Of course it 
would be possible (but without interest) to build up a symmetric theory for 
spaces B having a right convolution (as in (2.lb)) structure (hence a left 
structure by opposed right convolution). 
Remark 3.5. It is important for the development of the theory that the 
“standard situation” described in [12] is slightly more general than that 
described here (cf. [ 12, Remark 1.21). In particular, the results of that paper 
are available in our situation. The most relevant will be (cf. [ 12, 
Remark 2.11): Given a bounded, right and (left) equicontinuous net df,),,, 
in (B, ]I ]lB) satisfying a-lim, f, =,u E A,,‘, one has ~1 E B and already norm 
convergence in (B, I] ]lB). Recall that a bounded set A4 in (B, )I llB) is tight if 
and only if for any E > 0 there exists g E A, such that ]( gf - f]lA < E for all 
f E M. Replacing gf by g * f gives a characterization of (left) equicontinuity 
of M in (B, ]] ]]J (cf. [ 12, Propositions 2.4 and 2.51 for details). 
Remark 3.6. Any two Banach spaces B’ and B2 which are in standard 
situation for A’ and A’, respectively, form a compatible pair (cf. [2, 
Chap. 21). In fact, both are continuously embedded in (A’ n A*),’ (cf. 
Lemma 2.4). Consequently, inclusions between two such spaces are 
automatically continuous by the closed graph theorem. In particular, the 
norm on B is unique up to equivalence. Therefore B’ is a closed subspace of 
B2 if and only the norm I] ]]a2, restricted to B’, is equivalent o ]I llBl on B’. 
DEFINITION 3.2. For a standard pair (A, B) we define B, :=xB, and 
ii:= {plpEEA,‘,p=u-- lim f, for some bounded net &),E, in B}, (3.1) 
(2 
and 
IIPIL :=inf(supIlf,ll,:~=a-liumf,J. a 
B is called the (weak) relative completion of B (in A,,‘), and B, is called the 
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(standard) kernel of B. We call (A, B,) a minimal, and (A, 8) a maximal 
standard pair. 
Remark 3.7. As will be shown below the spaces B, and fi are actually 
independent of the weight function w and the “nice” Banach algebra A 
(combine Theorem 4.6 with Lemma 4.1). 
LEMMA 3.1. The spaces (B,, 11 [Ia) and (I?, 11 II-) are in standard situation 
with respect o A, and B, C, B C, B is a chain of continuous injections. 
Proof: (i) It is clear that B, satisfies (STl) as a closed subspace of 
(B, 11 lie). Since we have A,A, E A, and A, * A, E A, the continuity of these 
products and density of A,, in B,, A, and L:(G) imply conditions (ST2) and 
(ST3). 
(ii) It is obvious that 11 II_ defines a seminorm on B. Since (STl) implies 
that for each compact KE G there exists C, > 0 such that 
I(g,f,)l < C, Ilf,llB II gljA for all g E A, and all f, E B it is clear by a 
limiting argument that I( g,p)l < C, )I gIla Il~.~ll- for p E Z?. Therefore B” is 
continuously embedded in A,’ and (I II_ is a norm. The embeddings 
B, C. B 4 B’ are now obvious. The completeness of (8, II II-) can be shown 
as follows: Given any absolutely convergent series Cz=, Il~,ll- =: C < co it 
is easily checked that p := CF= i ,u,, is convergent in (AO’, a). Working with 
appropriate approximating nets in B it is a matter of routine to verify that 
,u E B, and that IjplII < C + E for any given E > 0, hence Il,uII- < C. The 
completeness of (B”, (I II-) is then obvious. 
Multiplication by elements of A as well as convolution by elements of 
X(G) being u-continuous on A,,’ one obtains the A-module structure (i.e., 
(ST2)) as well as the estimate Ilk * pII, < Ilklll,,, Il,ull_ for ~1 El? and 
k E X(G). Applying the usual procedure it is possible to extend the action 
of X(G) on B to an action of L:(G) on B, such that (ST3) is satisfied. 
Attention. We shall use the symbol k * p for k E L:,(G) and ~1 E fi in the 
above sense, even if it does not make sense to interpret it in the sense of 
Section 2. Since LL * A, is not contained in A, it is also not reasonable to 
try to interpret k * p as a weak limit of k * f, for general k E Lt, and ,D E 3. 
Taking in account the above convention it is now possible to consider the 
CP- and PC-operators introduced in Section 2, acting on 3, even for 
k, k’ E L:(G). 
PROPOSITION 3.2. Let k, k’ E L;(G) and h E A be given, and let T, S, R 
be the operators on B” given by Tp := k * h,u, Sp := h(k * ,u), and 
Rp := k’ * k * hp. Then one has 
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(A) T and S are compact operators from B’ to B, satisfying 
(B) R defines a compact linear operator from B’ to B,, satisfying 
ProoJ: Taking into account how the convolution operators are defined, 
and that A, as well as A; is a dense subspace of L:(G) it will be sufficient o 
verify the above assertions for k’, h E A,, and kE Ai (in which case 
Proposition 2.2 is applicable). 
(A) Let us show TB c B (the result for S following by symmetric 
arguments). For ,U E B and E > 0 there exists uJuE, in B satisfying 
p = u - lim,f, and sup, ]]f,]lB Q J],u](, + E. Then (Tf&, is a bounded net 
in (B, II lie), such that 
sup II Tdlls S Ilkll,,w Il~ll.&ll~ + ~1, LI 
which is tight and equicontinuous in (B, 1) lie), and o-convergent o Tp by 
Proposition 2.2(A). By [ 12, Remark 2.11 we have lim, )I Tf= - Tp)I, = 0. 
This implies ]] Tf IJB < sup, ]] Tfall, for each such net, or 
The compactness of T follows from [ 12, Theorem 2.11. 
(B) The inclusion R~?E B, is now an immediate consequence of 
Proposition 2.2(C). Since R = k’ x T its compactness follows from (A). 
Formula (3.5a) is essentially a corollary to Proposition 3.2(B). 
PROPOSITION 3.3. The following spaces coincide as Banach spaces 
@Jo = Boy (3.4a) 
(IT)- = B, (3.4b) 
(B,)- = B, (3.5a) 
(I?), = B,. (3Sb) 
In particular, the norms of B and B’ are equivalent on A,. 
Proof Equation (3.4a) is obvious, and the proof of (3.4b) is 
left to the reader. One inclusion for (3.5a) is obvious, and in view 
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of (3.4b) the inclusion EC (B,)- follows from B 4 (B,)-. Since 
f = a-lim a,4+y e, * e4 * uyf, Corollary 2.4 implies 
IV II (Bo)- <(sup lIeaIl,,, IleolllJw Ib,ll.J Il.% G CZ,G Ilflls. a,4 Y 
In view of Banach’s theorem, (3Sb) holds true if an only if llflla < C Ilfll- 
for f E A, (the converse being obvious). Combining Corollary 2.4 with (3.2) 
this inequality can be derived, completing the proof of Proposition 3.3. 
Next we give two useful (cf. Section 5) characterizations of B, and B’ as 
subspaces of A 0’, respectively. 
LEMMA 3.4. Let (R,JssM, M={rl:=(a,p,y);aEI,pEJ,yEL} be a 
net of operators on A,,’ as considered in Corollary 2.3. Then one has 
B, = 1~ I P E 4’3 R+4,a, is a bounded Cauchy net in (B, II IlJ}; (3.6a) 
17 = {cl I P E 4’7 R,&,w is a bounded family in (B, II llR)}, (3.6b) 
in particular, one has 
whenever B is a closed subspace of B. 
Proof. (a) The inclusion “G” is shown as in the case B = A (cf. 
Proposition 2.1 (D)). Conversely, any Cauchy net is convergent in B, and the 
limit must be ,u by Corollary 2.3. But R,,u E B, by Proposition 3.2(B), which 
implies “z”, since B, is closed in (B, II llB). 
(b) We always have p = o-lim,,, R,,u (Corollary 2.3). Therefore p E B’ 
if R,p is bounded in B. The converse follows from Proposition 3.2(B). 
(c) Since R,p E A, G B E B’ for all p E ii, and since the norms 11 II8 and 
II II_ are equivalent on the Banach space (B, II lie), Cauchy nets in B are just 
the convergent nets in #, and their limit is known to be ,L 
Remark 3.8. Using the same arguments it can be shown that the 
existence of one of the iterated limits, such as lim, lima limr ea * e4 * u,,u in 
B already implies p E B,. In particular the limits (and also the operators) 
may be interchanged without effecting (the existence of) the limit in that 
situation. 
In the last part of this section we show that B’ is always the dual of a 
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space in standard situation. A concrete description of the predual of B is 
given as well. 
For a better understanding of the arguments it will be useful to recall that 
one always has a continuous embedding of A, into B’, whenever B satisfies 
(STl). (Thus we may take B” as well.) In fact, considering g E A, as a 
functional on A,’ we may restrict it to the subspace B. Identifying A, as a 
subspace of A,’ one can show that the injection is in fact continuous 
(cf. Remark 3.3). 
THEOREM 3.5. Let (A, B) be a standard pair such that B is closed in B. 
Then B” is a dual space. Furthermore 
8s (Try)‘, (3.7) 
the isomorphism being understood in the sense of Banach spaces. 
ProoJ Considered as a subspace of B’ the space A, separates points in 
8. Therefore, using a theorem due to Kaijser [ 161, we only have to show that 
the closed unit ball OB of B’ is compact in the rr@, A,)-topology. Since we 
know already (cf. the last part of the proof of Lemma 3.1) that oB is 
equicontinuous in A,,’ we may apply the Alaoglu-Bourbaki theorem 
(cf. [26,111.4.3]) in order to select from any given net in B a u-convergent 
subset, satisfying ,u = a-lim,,uu, for some ,K E A,‘. Since for any given E > 0, 
each ,u, E OB can be obtained as a weak limit of a net (ft)4EJ(a) in 
(1 + e)oB one can obtain a net (fJyEL in (1 + E)O B such that fi = a-limJY. 
Hence ,u E I? and ]]pJ(, < 1 + E for each E > 0, and the proof is complete. 
Remark 3.9. The above theorem also holds true in more general 
situations. For example, it is sufficient to know that a Segal algebra S is 
closed in its vague relative completion s” (cf. [9]) in order to conclude that 
one has g= (co”)‘. The proof is the same as above (cf. [5]). 
Since the predual 6”’ is not very convenient, the space B”’ being usually 
not in standard situation (and also being difficult to describe) it is of interest 
to look for an (naturally) isomorphic standard space. 
LEMMA 3.6. 
Then A,“’ 
Let (A, B) be a standard pair such that B is closed in B. 
is isomorphic to KB’ and to xB@’ as a Banach space. 
ProoJ Having the trivial isomorphism between A,,, considered as a 
subspace of p and A,, considered as subspace of B’ it will be sufficient to 
show that the corresponding norms on A, coincide (in order to establish the 
required isomorphism). We only have to verify ]] g(],-, Q ]] g]lB, for all g E A,, . 
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Since, given E > 0, any ,u E 02 can be represented as the weak limit of a net 
(f,>,,, in (1 + s)oB we have 
I(g,Pr)l = li? I(s,f,>l 6 II gll,41 + e) 
for all ,u E o B and E > 0. This gives the required estimate. Applying this 
argument to B, instead of B the second isomorphism is obtained. 
In order to give a more precise description of the result concerning B’ 
recall the connection between module structures and duality, in particular the 
fact that duality interchanges changes “left” and “right.” The dual (B’, 11 /18,) 
of a space in standard situation is therefore a right module over A and 
L:(G). If, furthermore, A, is dense in B, it is not difficult to show that B’ 
satisfies (STl), and that the action of A and Lb(G) obtained by transposition 
coincides with the ordinary action of A, and the action of X(G), restricted 
to B’. Starting with the right action . we would have obtained the left action 
* of X(G) on B’. We thus have, using the terminology of Definition 3.1, 
LEMMA 3.7. Given a minimal left (right) standard pair, the pair (A, B’) 
is a right (left) standard pair. This allows us to call (A, B,‘) the dual 
standard pair to (A, B). 
Combining these results we obtain 
THEOREM 3.8. Given a (Zeft) standard pair (A, B), the pair (A, 8) is the 
dual pair of the (right) standardpair (A, B,‘,). In particular 
B’ E B,‘,‘. (3.8) 
ProoJ Starting with formula (3Sa) we observe that it is sufficient to 
prove the result for minimal standard pairs, which are known to be closed in 
B’ (cf. Proposition 3.3). Therefore Theorem 3.5 and Lemma 3.6 apply. The 
assertions concerning the module structures are a consequence of Lem- 
ma 3.7. 
COROLLARY 3.9. For a standard pair (A, B) one has 
(B,‘)” = B,‘. (3.9) 
Proof: Applying (3Sb) and (3.8) one has: B,’ = B,’ = BtO’,,’ = (B,‘)-. 
Remark 3.10. This result, showing that the dual pair of a minimal is 
always maximal can also be seen as a consequence of Theorem 4.6, taking in 
account that a dual module is always complete. 
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COROLLARY 3.10. Let (A, B) be a left standard pair. Then (A, B) is the 
dual pair of an essential right standard pair if and only if B = B. 
Proof: By (3.9) any dual space B,’ coincides with its completion. The 
converse is Theorem 3.8. 
The embedding of A, into the dual B’ of a space B in standard situation 
suggests to define the (combined) symbol B’, as to be KB in the above 
sense. Of course, this notation is consistent with that given in Definition 3.1 
(i.e., B’, = (B’),) whenever B’ is in standard situation (cf. Remark 3.11). 
Applying this convention one obtains, in addition to formulas (3.4) and (3.5) 
the following results involving the tilde: 
COROLLARY 3.11. For a left standard pair (A, B) one has 
B,‘, z B’, g 8,, (3.10) 
B’= B,‘,’ = B’,’ = @Of (3.11) 
Proof: (3.10) follows from Lemma 3.6 using (3.5a). (3.8) combined with 
(3.10) gives (3.11). 
COROLLARY 3.12. A space B in standard situation is a reflexive Banach 
spaceifandonlyifonehasB,=B=~,andB’=B’,. 
Proof (i) Assume the above conditions to be satisfied. Then one 
obtains, applying (3.8), B = B’ = B,‘,’ = B’,’ = B” (the isomorphism 
corresponding to the natural one). 
(ii) Now let a reflexive space B be given, i.e., with B = B”. Write 
i: B’, + B’ for the natural injection. By checking that the transposed 
mapping i”: B” = B -+ B’,’ is injective we may conclude that i has dense 
image, i.e., B’ = B’,. Thus, applying (3.10), B’ may be identified with the 
standard space B,‘, . This also gives B’ = B,‘,’ = B” = B. Applying the above 
argument now to B’ (instead of B) we obtain B = B” = B”,= B,, showing 
that all three conditions are satisfied. 
Remark 3.11. This reasoning can be used to show that B’ is in standard 
situation (in a natural way) if and only if B = B’,. 
Some applications of these results are to be discussed in the last section. 
We conclude this section with a short discussion of a certain property P 
(introduced by Krogstad for Segal algebras on Abelian groups, cf. [ 17]), 
trying to explain its role in this theory. Adapting the definition to our 
situation we say 
DEFINITION 3.3. Let (A, B) be a standard pair. Then (B, 1) lls) has 
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property P if there is a norm 1) 11 on B equivalent o the given norm ]) llB such 
that 
llfll := SUPW g% II k%.,,,,,~ G 13 g EA3b .fE B* 
PROPOSITION 3.13. Let (A, B) be a standard pair. Then B is closed in 8 
if and only if B satisfies property P. 
Proof. In view of Lemma 3.6 and the density of A, in B’, the above 
norm coincides with the norm of B as a subspace of B,‘,’ = B’,‘. However, 
by Theorem 3.5 this is just the norm ]I ]I_, restricted to B. In view of 
Remark 3.6 the proof is complete. 
Remark 3.12. This result is also true for symmetric Segal algebras 
which need not be in standard situation (cf. [5]). Using an example given in 
[9, Sect. 4, E] one obtains a Segal algebra without property P. This solves 
problems raised by Krogstad in [ 171. The fact that a Segal algebra in 
standard situation always satisfies P explains perhaps why one could not 
find a counterexample among the Segal algebras considered usually. 
4. ESSENTIAL PARTS, MODULE COMPLETIONS, 
AND THE MAIN DIAGRAM 
Having introduced Banach spaces (B, ]] ]]a) in standard situation in 
Section 3, which have two module structures with respect o Banach algebras 
having bounded approximate units, it makes sense to consider the 
corresponding essential parts and completions as introduced in Sections 1 in 
the abstract setting. As we shall see these spaces are again Banach spaces in 
standard situation, which allows to iterate this procedure. As it will be 
shown, however, instead of an infinite family of spaces at most ten spaces 
arise this way, which are nicely related by chains of inclusions (explained by 
the main diagram). 
Notation. Let (B, ]] ]]J be in standard situation with respect o A and LL,. 
Then we write B, and B, := BL; = Li * B for the essential parts, and BA 
and BG := BL: for the module completions, respectively. (Thus (A, B) is an 
essential standard pair whenever B, = B = Bo.) 
LEMMA 4.1. (a) h E B, if and only if h can be approximated in 
(B, II llB) be compactly supported elements. 
(b) h E BL: if and only if y t--1 L, h is a continuous map from G into 
VA II IL,). 
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(c) The spaces B, and B, are independent from the particular nice 
algebra A (satisfying (Al)-(A5)) as well as of the weight function w. 
(d) The same can be said for BG and BA. 
Proof: We only discuss (d): For BG cf. [ 12, Theorem 3.51 and for BA 
one argues as follows: Let A’ and A* be two nice Banach algebras, and let T 
be a bounded (pointwise) multiplier from A’ to B. By Proposition 2.2(B) 
there exists a bounded approximate unit (u )ys, of trapezoid functions in A ’ 
of norm C,. Hence for each g E AA 17 Ai there exists u E A’, satisfying 
]]]lAl < C, and u(x) = 1 on supp g. This implies 
11 T(g)ll, = 11 T(“g)llB = It gTuIt, Q 11 gIlA 11 TII Ibd,, < c 11 gIlA,* : 
Since AA n Ai is a dense subspace of A2 (cf. Lemma 2.4) it follows that T 
extends to a continuous multiplier from A2 to B. The assertion now follows 
for reasons of symmetry. 
The main result concerning “essential parts” can now be stated as 
THEOREM 4.2. Given a Banach space (B, (I IlJ in standard situation, the 
closed subspaces (BA , II llB) and (BG, II llB) are again in standard situation. 
Furthermore, one has 
BAG=BGA=BAnB,=B,. (4.1) 
Proof: (i) At the first step we only have to check that there is an A- 
module structure on B, and a left LL-module structure on B, . Using the 
continuity of translation in (A, II llA) it is easy to see y H L,(hf) is 
continuous from G to (B, I] ]]a) for f E B,, i.e., that AB, E B,. Let now 
k E L:(G) and f E B, be given. Then one has f = limj ujf in B for a suitable 
sequence <u,>,, N in A, and k = lim, k, in L:(G) for a suitable sequence 
KL. in X(G). Since k, * urf has compact support and since A contains 
trapezoid functions this implies k, * Ujf E AB = B, for j, n E N. B, being 
closed in (B, ]I ]]J it follows that k * f E B, , hence L $ * B, c B, . 
(ii) In order to prove (4.1) we observe that the inclusions 
A,EB,,~B,nB, and A,cB,,- A c B n B, are obvious. It therefore 
remains to show that A, is a dense subspace of (BA n B,, II II,). Since 
B, n B, is an essential module with respect o both actions one shows (cf. 
the proof of Proposition 2.1 (D)) that for E > 0 and f E B, n B, there exists 
a CCP-operator R as in 2.2(C) such that IlRf - f lie < E for any given 
f E B, n B, . But Rf E R(A,) s A,,, which completes the proof of (A) (4.1). 
Remark 4.1. (A, B) is thus an essential standard pair if and only if A,, is 
a dense subspace of (B, ]I ]]a). (cf. [ 12, Lemma I.5 I). 
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Remark 4.2. It follows now that the regularizing operators map B into 
B,. Applying the factorization theorem twice one obtains: Given f E B it 
belongs to B, if and only if there exists f’ E B, h E A, and k E L $(G) such 
that f = h(k * f ‘), or equivalently f = k * hf ‘. 
We want to show now that the Banach spaces BA and BG may be 
considered as Banach spaces in standard situation. In doing this we even 
obtain more general results. 
LEMMA 4.3. The Banach spaces BA and BG (each endowed with the 
operator norm) are continuously embedded in l?. More precisely, one has 
BA={pI,uE~:hpEBforalZhEA}, (4.2a) 
BG = (,u 1 p E 2: k * p E B for all k E LL,}, (4.2b) 
Proof: For TE BA 5 HA@, B) consider the net (Tag,, which is 
bounded in (B, )( [Is) whenever (u,),,, is a bounded approximate unit in 
(A, )I ljA) of norm CA. It follows that the_re xists a subset (us)sEJ and p E A,’ 
such that ,u = a-lim,, T(u,); hence ,u E B, and 
hp = u-lip hT(u,) = u-lip T(u,,h) = Th for hEA. 
Furthermore 
Ilclll- < “;I’ 11 WQlls < ‘A ll Tll. 
Conversely, any p E A,’ satisfying h,u E B defines an element of BA by the 
closed graph theorem. The argument for BG is essentially the same (observe 
that the expressions hp and k * ,u are always well defined). 
Remark 4.3. Considering the chain B C, B* 4 B” it is now clear that B 
is a strong A-module if B is closed in 2, the norms II llr, and 11 II1 (and hence 
II llsA) being equivalent on B. In a similar way one concludes that B is a 
strong L!,,-module if B is closed in B’ (cf. Corollary 4.9). 
There is another characterization of BA and BG, respectively. 
PROPOSITION 4.4. Let (e&t in X(G) and (uJyeL in A be bounded two- 
sided approximate units for L$(G) and A, respectively. Assume that B is 
closed in B. Then one has 
BA = {,u )p E A,,‘, (u,p),,, is a bounded net in B} (4.3a) 
BG = (,v I p E Ao’, (e, *cc),,, is a bounded net in B}. (4.3b) 
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Furthermore, the expressions sup, ]] a?~ ]]a and sup, ]] e, * p ]JB define 
equivalent norms on these spaces. 
Proof: The inclusion “E” as well as the corresponding estimate is 
obvious by Lemma 4.3. In order to show the converse for (4.3a) we have to 
show that hp E B for any h EA. In fact, we have hu,,~ E B for each 
p as above. Since lim,]]hu, - h]], = 0 for any h E A the estimate 
]]hu,e - h~,+]]~ < ]]hu,- ha,,]], ]],u]]- shows that (hny~l),,~~ is a Cauchy net 
in (4 II II-), hence (J4 II llB). Of course we have hp = lim,hu,,,u in B, and 
therefore ]] h,~ ]le < ]I h ]lA sup,, ]] u,,,u ](a, giving the desired estimate. For (4.3b) a 
completely symmetric argument has to be given. 
Remark 4.4. Since the closedness of B in B implies that B is closed in 
BA as well as in BC (cf. Remark 4.3) it is of interest o note that it would 
have been sufficient to suppose for (4.3a) to be true that B is a strong A- 
module. In fact, one has to replace the first estimate above by 
II h4lB G c s;P II uy b IIB = c s;P II hU,P JIB 
< c II h II.4 s;P II U,PllB for hEA. 
Since we have used uY h = hu, for this argument he corresponding version 
for (4.3b) only applies if one has central approximate units in L:,(G). Thus 
one can say that (4.3b) is also true for standard spaces B on [SIN]-groups 
(cf. [ 18,221) which are strong Lk-modules. 
Remark 4.5. It is easy to derive from (4.3a), using trapezoid functions 
in A (cf. Proposition 2.1(B)) that one has ,U E BA if and only if there exists 
C > 0 such that for any K E G, compact, one can tindf E B, llfllB < C, such 
that (,u -L g) = 0 for all g E A, (i.e., p = f on K). 
Because we shall make use of the spaces L?, and L?G let us now give charac- 
terizations of these spaces as subspaces of A,’ and show inclusions between 
them and the spaces considered above. Since g= (B,)- by Corollary 3.3 it 
would be no loss of generality to assume that (A, B) is an essential standard 
pair. 
LEMMA 4.5. Let (A, B) be a standard pair. Then one has 
(B’>, = a” := {p ] ,U E A,,‘, ,u = a-lim f,, for some bounded, 
a 
tight net (j&,, in B}; (4.4a) 
(fi), = @ := {p ] ~1 E Ao’, ,u = a-lim f,, for some bounded, 
n 
equicontinuous net (j&s, in B}, (4.4b) 
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each of these spaces being endowed with its canonical norm, and 
(IT), n (B”), = B,. (4.4c) 
Proof: By the factorization theorem (Theorem 1.1(A)) each ,u E (g), is 
of the form fl= hp’, ]( h ]IA < C, , ]],D’]]~ < ]]p I]_ f E. Therefore p = o-lim, hf; 
(a bounded, tight net), for any bounded net satisfying p’ = o-lim, f L. Since 
any tight net is of this form (cf. [ 12, Proposition 2.4]), the converse, as well 
as the corresponding norm estimates concerning (4.4a) follow. Again (4.4b) 
is proved by the same arguments, and (4.4~) follows from (4.1) and (3.5b). 
Returning now to the general situation we have 
PROPOSITION 4.5. For a standard pair (A, B) the following inclusions 
holds true: 
(B), G BG, (4Sa) 
(@G G BA. (4Sb) 
ProoJ We prove only the first formula. For ~1’ = hp E (g), = A . i? we 
havep’=hpfor some hEA,,uEB”. Thereforek*p’=k*hp=TpEBfor 
each k E L;(G), by Theorem 3.2, i.e., ,D’ E BG by Lemma 4.3. 
THEOREM 4.6. Given a Banach space (B, I( 118) in standard situation, the 
spaces BA and BG, endowed with their natural norms are again in standard 
situation. Furthermore one has 
BAG = B- = BGA (4.6) 
Proof: Let us consider BA and prove BAG = 3. (BCA = L? following the 
same way). We know already (Lemma 4.3) that the embeddings 
A,=+B=+BA=+L?4AO’ are continuous, and that BA is an A-module 
(Theorem 1.1(B)). Using (4.2a) and (4Sb) we obtain 
(together with the corresponding norm inequality). 
Therefore BA is in standard situation and BAG = (BA)’ s 3 s 3 = B’ and 
the easy part of (4.2). Using the other direction of Lemma 4.3 we see that the 
inclusion gc BAG follows if we know h(k * p) E B for each h E A, 
k E LL(G)k, but this is just Theorem 3.2(B). 
It is now clear that it is possible to define, by induction, spaces that can be 
described by a finite chain of upper or lower “exponents” A and G, such as 
BAaA’. As its turns out, however, one fortunately does not obtain more than 
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ten different spaces in this way. More precisely, we obtain the following 
main result of this paper: 
THEOREM 4.7. (A) Any symbol having a finite chain of upper or lower 
exponents can be reduced (i.e., the corresponding spaces coincide as Banach 
spaces) to a symbol carrying either one (upper or lower) or the two exponents 
A and G in suitable positions. The reduction of complicated symbols may be 
carried out by leaving each of the exponents (A and G) in its last position, 
while eliminating all preceding occurrences. In particular, one has 
(WC = BAG, (4.7a) 
(WA = BcA, (4.7b) 
@)A = BG,, (4.8a) 
(a), = BA, (4.8b) 
(B) The 10 = 4 + 6 spaces arising on the most general case form two 
chains, ordered by inclusion, that may be described by (the bigger spaces 
being above the smaller ones): 
BAG BG, 
(C) Each of these ten inclusions may be proper, as can be seen by 
considering either Co(R) or L O”(lF?). 
(D) The numbers { +l,..., -4, 5, 6) indicate that there are “coupled 
coincidences.” Given a space (B, )I llB) in standard situation the inclusions 
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numbered by +i becomes equality if and only if the inclusion numbered by -i, 
1 < i < 4, is an equality. (The coincidences 5 and 6 are “free”). 
Proof: (A) It is easy to derive the indicated rule combining the 
“elementary formulas” (11) with (4.1) and (4.6). Since any double 
occurrence of one of the symbols G or A can be eliminated by this method 
only the ten spaces illustrated above remain. 
(B) The chain B, c B cBG implies (by taking A-essential parts) 
B,=BG,cB,cBG, which describes the inclusions between the A-essential 
modules in the diagram. In a similar way the inclusions in each quarter of 
the diagram are obtained. Since we have (8), = BAG, = BAG the remaining 
two (nontrivial) inclusions (numbered 5 and 6) are just given by (4.5). 
(C) The spaces C”(G) and L”O(G) will be discussed in Examples 6.2 and 
6.3. 
(D) Applying the reduction method of (A) it is easy to verify the 
“coupled coincidences.” For example, 
+1 o-l: BA =B=BGA aB, =BAA = BGA ( )A=~‘A 
j BA = B A = (BGA)A = BGA = B’. 
A 
Coincidences 5 and 6 only imply tautologies by such methods. 
Remark 4.6. The above diagram will be an important and useful tool for 
“seeing” and proving the results given in the sequel. It will be helpful for the 
reader to visualize statements of Section 5 by drawing the corresponding 
reduced diagrams. 
We conclude this section with a short discussion of the question, under 
what conditions B is closed in B (cf. above). 
LEMMA 4.8. (a) If B is closed in BA, then BG is closed in B(= BGA). 
(b) If B is closed in BG, then BA is closed in 8(= BAG). 
Proof: We only prove (a). Let p E BG be given. Then for E > 0 there 
exists k E Q L:(G) such that /pllec < II k * ~11~ + E, by the definition of II Ilsci. 
Assuming that llflls < C llflleA f or some C > 0 and all f E B we can find 
h E A with II hlJ, < 1 such that 
II k * PIIB Q Cdl W * cl)lls + ~1. 
Now applying (3.2) we obtain 
llPllec< Cllh(k*~)ll,,+ &(C+ l)<Cllhll,, Ilkll,,,llrull- +dC+ 1). 
Since E > 0 has been arbitrary we have 11~ llBG < C (1~ (I_. 
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COROLLARY 4.9. B is closed in 8 if and only ifB is a strong A-module 
as well as a strong Lb-module. 
Proof Assume that the norms of B and B’ are equivalent on B. Then the 
norms of BA and BC have to be equivalent to 11 llB on B by Lemma 4.3. 
Conversely, one has B c BA and by Lemma 4.8(a) BA c I? as closed 
subspaces, respectively , which together implies that B is closed in 3. 
Remark 4.7. Once more applying Lemma 4.8 we see that BA and B” are 
closed in B whenever B is closed in B. 
Remark 4.8. Checking the proofs once more it is easy to see that all 
embeddings are isometric ones whenever A and L;,(G) have approximate 
units of norm 1 and B % BA and B 4 BG are isometries (which 
correspond to the situation occurring “in practice”). 
5. SYSTEMATIC RESULTS 
It is the purpose of this section to present some systematic results. In the 
first part we collect virtually all results that can be obtained from 
Theorem 4.7 by purely formal operations. Certain particular cases that are 
typical for situations arising naturally are discussed a little bit more 
carefully. Then some formulas concerning sums and intersections of spaces 
in standard situation, and concerning their duality are given. 
In order to keep the description of our results now as short as possible, we 
take up the convention: 
Given a space B in standard situation write E(B) for the subset of 
{ 1, 2,..., 6) corresponding to the equalities. We shall also say that B satisfies 
Ei (E for equality) of (and only if) i E E(B). Thus, for example 
E(B) = { 1,2,3,4} indicates that the diagram reduces to exactly two different 
spaces B’ and B, (otherwise, E, and E, would both be true). Any (A- or G-) 
complete module coincides with B, and any essential module in the diagram 
coincides with B, in that case (cf. (5.9) in Table I). 
The utility of the main diagram will become clear to the reader by 
drawing diagrams corresponding to the situations discussed below. 
PROPOSITION 5.1. For any standard pair (A, B) any two assertions 
belonging to the same block of Table I are equivalent. This table has to be 
interpreted in the following sense: Any two conditions to be found in the same 
column of the above table are equivalent. Furthermore one can say, for 
example, that each of the equalities BGA = B, and BG = BaA imply the 
properties listed in (5.5) (i.e., { 1, 3) E E(B)), and similarly BA, = B, or 
BA = BAG imply {2,4) c E(B) (cf (5.6)). 
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TABLE I 
(5.1) (5.2) (5.3) 
1 E E(B) 2 E E(B) 3 E E(B) 
BA=B BG=B B,=B, 
B, = BG, B, = BA, BA = B;’ 
BGsBA BAsBG B,c& 
BAG c BA BGA s BG B, &BAG 
BG, G BA BAG c BG B,.t E kA 
(5.4) (5.5) (5.6) 
4 E E(B) (1,3)2EB (2,4}EEB 
BG=B, B,*=B B,G=l? 
BG = BAG BG =B D BAG = B, 
B,cB, BF; c BAG BA,s B”, 
B, c BG, BG, c BGA BAG G B,” 
B, c BAG BAGC B,’ EGA G B,” 
(5.7) (5.8) (5.9) 
(1,2)ER(B) (3,4)EE(B) {1,2,3,4)sE(B) 
BA=BG B,=B, B”, = BG 
B,dG = B,’ 
The proofs of these assertion can left to the reder since they are completely 
elementary: Starting from one of the inclusions one .obtains the other ones by 
(iterated) taking essential parts or completions with respect to L:.(G) or A. 
Remark 5.1. Observe that Table I shows complete symmetry between 
“A” and “G”, i.e., formally (5.3) can be obtained by interchanging the 
symbols C and A in (5.1). The same relations holds between (5.2) and (5.4), 
and (5.5) and (5.6). It is also possible to “obtain” (5.2) from (5.1) and (5.4) 
from (5.3) by leaving the symbols in their order, but interchanging their 
positions (up t) down) as well as the order of inclusions. Of course, this 
symmetry of tables is a consequence of the symmetry between convolution 
and multiplication that become appearent already in Section 4. Any result 
that can be interpreted in the diagram for certain spaces in standard situation 
has, so to speak, a dual companion, which is obtained by interchanging the 
roles of A and G. In practice it allows us to point out connections between 
different results in the literature, but also to establish results concerning 
(Fourier) multipliers, starting from a result on pointwise products, by 
dualization (of the result and its proof). 
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TABLE II 
(5.10) 
f-l 47 BAG BGA B A 
B.4 &I &I & BA 
BGA &I BLl BO 4 
B”G Bll BO ** ** 
BG BG 4 ** ** 
It is our next aim to describe the spaces that can be obtained by taking 
intersections of spaces appearing in the diagram. Of course, one obtains 
closed subspaces of B” whenever B is closed in & but it is surprising that 
most spaces arising this way coincide with spaces already to be found in the 
diagram. Since intersections between two spaces belonging to the same chain 
are obtained in a trivial way, we only have to look for the intersections given 
in Table II, in which ** indicates that no general identification can be given. 
PROPOSITION 5.2. Let (A, B) be a standard pair such that B is closed in 
B. Then one has to interpret Table II in an obvious way. 
Proof: Referring to the formula describing the intersection of the space in 
the zth row and jth column as to [i, j], for 1 < i, j < 4 we see that nothing 
has to be proved if i > 3 and j > 3. Furthermore [4, l] and [ 1,4] are 
obvious, since B, E B” and B, c BG. The remaining results being nontrivial 
we observe first that the spaces have been listed in increasing order. Since B, 
is in fact the smallest possible space that can arise we see that formulas 
[i, j], for i + jg 4 will follow from [2,3] and [3,2]. Before proving these 
two results let us recall that [ 1, l] is part of formula (4.1), and that 
BA G nBG A =l? nl? =B c A 0) thus proving [2,2], follows from (4.8) 
combined with (4.4~). Now [2, 1 ] and [ 1,2] follow as mentioned. In order to 
prove [3,2] (the arguments for [2,3] are analog) consider ,U E B,’ n BA,. 
It will be sufficient o verify that this implies ,U E B, , because then [ 1, 21 will 
imply ,U E B,. Applying Lemma 4.3 we observe that ,u E BAG implies 
k * p E B, for all k E L;(G). But the factorization theorem, applied to BA, 
shows that there exists ,u’ E BA EL? and k, E L:(G) such that ,U = k, *,u’. 
Now let @,Aer be a bounded approximate unit. Then (e, * P),~, is in B,, 
but it is also a Cauchy net in @, ]] I]-) (hence (BA, I( IIs)), since 
II e,*e,~*~II-<II e,*k,-e,,*k,II,,,IICrll,‘O for a,a’-+co. 
The proof of [3, 21 is thus complete, and all cases where B, arises are 
therefore discussed. 
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Now only [4.2] and [2,4] remain. Let us discuss [4,2]. In view of 14, 1 ] 
we only have to show BG n BAG &B,. However, using the fact that 
k * ,u E B, for all k E LL and p E BG we may show, arguing as above, that 
killL is a Cauchy net in B,, and the proof of the proposition is complete. 
(We shall refer to [i, j] by writing (S.lOi, j)). 
Remark 5.2. For the case B = C,(G) (cf. Example 6.1) it is clear that 
the four spaces left open in Table II coincide with CoA n C,‘. If G is 
nondiscrete and noncompact his is a space different from the six spaces 
arising in the diagram. In the same situation one obtains for La(G) four 
different space, but the only one not to be found in the diagram (arising in 
[3,3]) is again CoA n C,“. 
Combining formulas (5.5) and (5.6) with [2, 31 and [3, 21, respectively, 
we obtain two nontrivial results, showing certain connections between E, and 
4. 
COROLLARY 5.3. (a) A ssume that any of the equivalent conditions of 
(5.5) is satisfied. Then E, implies E,. 
(b) Assume that any of the equivalent conditions of (5.6) are satisfied. 
Then E, implies E,. 
Proof (a) Assumption (5.5) implies B = BGA. Applying [2,3] now we 
obtain from BG =BG nB”=B= f-jB A that ’ - hence 
{ 1, 3, 6) c E(B). In iarticufar, E, is s&IiedC. The reasonigAfir>) is quite 
symmetric. 
Remark 5.3. The equivalence of E, and E, follows from the above 
results only if { 1,2,3,4} C_ E(B). But this can be seen directly observing that 
in this case, the upper half of the diagram reduces to one space, i.e., to B’, 
and the lower half to B,. We have not been able to prove equivalence of E, 
and E, under (5.5) or (5.6), not even for Segal algebras. It also seems to be 
difftcult to find a counterexample. 
Just as a special case of the above result we have the following “practical” 
version, for which a direct proof would be possible as well: 
COROLLARY 5.4. Assume that (A, B) is a standard pair. 
(a) If B is closed in BA and tf translation is continuous in BA, then 
BG CBA implies BGA = B,. Iffurthermore B, = B,, then BG = B = B,. 
(b) If B is closed in B’, and If B” is an essential A-module containing 
BA, then BAG = B,. ‘Iffurther B, = B,, then B, = B = BA. 
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Proof: The assumptions imply that B is closed in 2, and that 
{ 1,3,5} c E(B) and {2,4,6} s E(B), respectively. By Corollary 5.3 this 
implies { 1,3,5,6) and {2,4,5,6} E E(B), respectively. The assertions as 
well as the additional equalities are then seen to be true by looking at the 
diagram. 
Under certain circumstances it is very easy to check that B* = B’ or 
BG = B, without calculating both of them. 
PROPOSITION 5.5. Let (A, B) be a standard pair such that B is closed 
in L7. 
(A) Assume that B c A = AG. Then B satisfies E, and E,. 
(B) Assume that B c LL and that B is a right LL-module or that G is 
a [SIN]-group. Then B satisfies E, and E,. 
Proof: We show (B), the proof of (A) being easier. By (5.6) we have to 
show B*, s B,. Let p E B*, be given, and let (eJac, be a bounded approx- 
imate unit for L-L(G) in A,. Then we have lim, ]] e, * ,u -,u]IBA = 0, hence 
convergence in B. Since 
e,*,uuEA,*Lt,cB,*L~zB, 
(this is clear, cf. Lemma 3.1) the limit, i.e., ,u, belongs to B,. If G is a [SIN]- 
group we may use instead a central approximate unit (e&, in L:. n B,, 
which is an (abstract) Segal algebra in L$(G) (cf. [ 181). 
Remark 5.4. The above result implies among other BG = l? for 
symmetric Segal algebras or Segal algebras on [SIN]-groups (cf. [9, lo]). 
As we have already observed (cf. Remark 3.6) any two spaces B’ and B* 
in standard situation form a compatible pair. Therefore it makes sense to 
consider B’ n B* and B’ + B*. These are known to be Banach spaces with 
respect o their natural norms, i.e., for 
IlfllA := IlfllBl + llfllB2 and 
(cf. [2, Sect. 2.31). Now looking for the compatibility of these constructions 
with those discussed in Sections 3, 4 we obtain 
THEOREM 5.6. Given two standard pairs (A, B’) and (A, B*) one has 
(A) (A, B’ n B*) and (A, B’ + B*), each of the spaces endowed with its 
natural norms, are standard pairs as well. 
(B) The (right) standard pair (A, B{’ + Bz’) is the dual pair of 
(A, Bd n B:). 
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(C) The following formulas hold true: 
(B’ +B*),=B; +Bi, 
(B’ + By = (By- + (By, 
(B’nB*),=B~nB~, 
(B1nB2)‘= (B1)Bn(B2)‘, 
(B1nB2),=Bfin7B:, 
(B1 nBZ)A = (B1)A n (B*yI, 
(B1nB2)G=B~nB~, 
(P n B2)c = (B1)G n (B2)G. 
(5.12a) 
(5.12b) 
(5.13a) 
(5.13b) 
(5.14a) 
(5.14b) 
(5.15a) 
(5.15b) 
Proof: (A) is obvious, and (B) is essentially a consequence of [2, 
Sect. 2.71. We only discuss (5.12) and (5.13), the other results being clear or 
following by similar arguments, (cf. Theorem 1.1 (A)). The nontrivial 
inclusions are shown as follows: 
Using Lemma 3.4 (Eq. (3.6a)) in both directions we have forf E B: n B: 
]]R,f--& -tO and ]]R,f-jJ]8,- 0 for q--+ co. This implies of course 
convergence in B’ n B*, hence f E (B’ n B’),. Given fE (B’ + B*), we 
recall that f = k * hf’ for some f’ E B’ + B’, k E L:,(G) and h E A(G) by 
Remark 4.2. Since f’=f”+f”, with f’EB’, we have 
f = f i + f * E B: + BE, since f i := k * hf i’ E Bd for i = 1,2. While (5.13b) 
is obvious, if one uses Lemma 3.4 (Eq. (3.6b)), we have to discuss the 
inclusion (B’ + B*)- c (B’)- + (B*)‘. Let p E (B’ + B*)- be given. Then we 
have p = a-lim, R,p s (R,P),,~~ being bounded in B’ + B2. Therefore one 
can find bounded nets Gf&M in B’, i=l,2, such that R,p=ff,$fi for 
all q E M. The nets being equicontinuous in (A,,‘, a) one can find subnets 
which are u-convergent to pi E (B’)- for i = 1, 2. Then ,u, +p2 E 
(B’)- + (B’)“, but ~1~ +p2 = o-lim, f A + o-lim, f i = cr - lim, f t, +fi = 
o-lim, R,,u =p. All relevant assertions of the theorem are now proved. 
Remark 5.5. We conclude this section by mentioning that interpolation 
(real or complex) between two Banach spaces in the standard situations 
gives again standard spaces. If one of the two spaces is an essential module, 
then the interpolation space is essential as well for all 0 E (0, 1). 
Remark 5.6. It is interesting that (B’ + B2)A is not equal to 
(B’)A + (B*)” in general, nevertheless (5.12b) holds true. 
Remark 5.7. If B is a space in standard situation one can define in a 
natural way the support of elements in B (cf. [ 121). Define 
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B, = {cl E B ] suppp s K}, K a compact subset in G, then B, is a closed 
subspace of B. Now if BA = B’, then using Theorem 3.8 it can easy be seen 
that B, is w*-closed in g. Using standard arguments from functional 
analysis it follows that B, is isomorph to a dual Banach space. 
6. APPLICATIONS AND CONCLUDING REMARKS 
In this section we can only give some ideas how to work with the above 
results, how to establish the diagram corresponding to a given space, and 
how to draw new informations from known results, making use of our 
formulas. Various further examples of spaces in standard situation are given 
in [ 12, Sect. 11. 
EXAMPLE 6.1. We start with the discussion of B = C’(G), G a 
noncompact and nondiscrete group. Here we may take A = Co(G) and 
w = 1. It is clear that (Co)” = Cb(G), and since X(G) is dense in C,(G) 
equalities E, and E, are satisfied. Hence at most 6 spaces can arise in the 
diagram. Since Leo is apparently a dual module (of L’(G)) we have 
BZ (L”O) z La satisfying L’ * L* c C?(G) = BA. Hence L” c (BA)’ = 2. 
The spaces BG, =B”, and BA G =gG are now easily seen to be just 
G = IfIfE LYG), f vanishes at infinity), and C’“b(G) (left uniformly 
continuous, bounded functions). The space (Co)” = (L ‘, Co) can be iden- 
tified (cf. [9, Theorem 3.51 or (4.3b)) with (fl f E L”(G), xK *f E C,(G) 
for each compact set K c G}. By considering f = C L,,” f,, where 1) f, )(m = 1, 
supp f, c K,, f., -+ 0 in the vague topology, and y, + co sufficiently fast one 
can see that LF is a proper subspace of (CO)“, i.e., 6 @ E(B). 
Since it is clear that the other spaces do not coincide we have 
E(C’(G)) = {3,4}. Thus C”(G) represents the “general case” of a space 
containing the test functions as a dense subspace (hence satisfying E, and 
E,, cf. Theorem 4.2). 
EXAMPLE 6.2. Starting now with B being any of the five other spaces 
appearing in the diagram the reader will find that again all six spaces arise. 
In fact, all these spaces have of course the same completion (La(G)), and 
the same kernel (C”(G)). The remaining 4 spaces being derived from these 
two spaces by “elementary” operations (e.g., C*(G) = (Co)“) there have to 
be at least these 6 spaces. On the other hand there cannot arise a new space 
due to the reduction method (Theorem 4.7(A)). Checking directly, or better 
only working with the symbols, assuming that E(B) = {3,4) one can prove 
that E(g) = (1,2}, E(B’,) = (1,4} = E(BAG), and E(BA,) = (2,3) = 
E(bA 1. 
EXAMPLE 6.3. The fact that E(C'(G))nE(L"O(G)) =0 shows already 
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that no general statement about further equalities can be made for the 
general situation. By “combining” these to examples to B := (flf E L"O(IR), 
f continuous on [0, co), lim,,, j f(x)\ = 0) one can even obtain a space for 
which the “full” diagram appears, i.e., for which E(B) = 0, and ten different 
spaces arise. Combining some of the other spaces of the diagram in a similar 
way one obtains spaces satisfying exactly one of the equalities E,-E,. 
EXAMPLE 6.4. Let us now look for the diagram associated with a 
Beurling algebra L;(G) (take A = CC(G)). Since it is a two-sided 
convolution module over itself we know (applying Proposition 5.5 and 
Theorem 3.8) that (LL)’ = (LL)- = (L$)‘,’ = (L$‘-J, = (CE,-,)’ = M:,(G) := 
{P I PW E M(G)l. Th is is a result due to Gaudry (cf. [ 141). Since X(G) is 
dense in LL, and ML(G) is apparently an essential C’(G)-module, we have 
therefore {2,3,4,6} c E(LL), hence E, is also satisfied by Corollary 5.3(b) 
(or 5.4(b)). Thus E(Lk) = (2, 3,4, 5,6} whenever G is nondiscrete. 
EXAMPLE 6.5. Let us now look for the spaces &L,n L”(G), 1 < p < co. 
LP(G) being a reflexive space we h_ave Lp = (Lp) for 1 < p < 00. Using 
(5.13b) we obtain (L;nLP) =(t:)-nLp=Mt:nLP=L:.nLP. 
Therefore the diagram reduces to one spaces in that case, although these 
spaces cannot be reflexive Banach spaces (for noncompact G). According to 
Theorems 3.8 and 5.6 their predual is just CL-, + Lp', l/p + l/p’ = 1. Since 
(LLnLp)A =L1nLp, we have E(LknLP)= {2,3,4,5,6}. 
EXAMPLE 6.6. The spaces in Example 6.5 are typical examples. of 
(abstract) Segal algebras in a Beurling algebra (for w = 1 one has the usual 
Segal algebras as introduced by Reiter). Applying the arguments of the proof 
for Proposition 5.5 one verifies that a Banach space (B, ]] ]18) in standard 
situation is a Segal algebra in L:(G) if and only if B c L:,(G) and A, is 
dense in B. Therefore, a (usual) Segal algebra in standard situation is 
pseudosymmetric (symmetric) if and only if S is (isometrically) right 
invariant, i.e., R,S s S for all y E G (and IIR,f ]Is = ]I f ]Is for all f E S). In 
fact, continuity of right translation in A, then implies the same for (S, II IIs), 
and since A, contains positive functions with small support the same is true 
for S. In particular, symmetry implies pseudosymmetry for Segal algebras in 
standard situation (since “most” spaces are in standard situation the nomen- 
clature therefore appears to be justified, although there are examples of 
symmetric Segal algebras which are not pseudosymmetric; f. [24] for the 
terminology). 
EXAMPLE 6.7. As mentioned above the diagram for Segal algebras 
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cannot consist of more than 4 spaces. To see that this can actually be the 
case consider L' n Co(G) =: B on a noncompact, nondiscrete group. Then 
B=(L~)Y(c~)-=M(G)~L~(G)=L~~L~(G) by (5.13b). The spaces 
BG =L'nL* and BA = (L')A n(CO)A =L’n Cb(G) are of course 
di&rent from “B and g in the case. Therefore E(L' n Co) = {2, 3,4). 
EXAMPLE 6.8. In order to show Segal algebras for which exactly two 
different spaces arise in the diagram let us consider the following spaces on 
locally compact Abelian groups. Not using the usual symbol, we define 
F,(G) := {f]f E L', fE Lp(@}, 1 Q p < co. It is not difficult to check that 
Fp is a Banach space (with respect o the norm ]]& := ]]f]], + ]]p]],). Using 
the extended Fourier transform F (cf., ] 11 ]p we write F,(G) = 
L'(G)njrLP(G). RL"(G) being a strongly character invariant, homo- 
geneous Banach space of quasimeasures (cf. [ 121, note that S,(G) is dense in 
this space, because Lp(6) contains S,(d) as a dense subspace) it is in 
standard situation with respect to the Fourier algebra A(G), satisfying E, 
and E,. Therefore F,(G) satisfies E, and E, as well ((5.14a), (5.15a)), i.e., 
F,(G) is a Segal algebra. Using (5.13b) and Proposition 5.5 we obtain Fr = 
Fp = M’(G) n.7Lp(G) = {p ] fi E M(G), ,L? E Lp(G)). Fi being apparently 
an essential A(G)-module we have E,, and again by Corollary 5.3(b) E,, i.e., 
(2,3,4,5,6) c E(F,). Therefore only Fp and Fi remain. One can show that 
the inclusion is proper (if and) only if p > 2 (and if G is appropriate). 
Referring to Corollary 3.10 we can state F, = Fi if and only if F, is a dual 
of (essentia!) standard space. In that case one has E(F,) = { 1, 2, 3,4,5,6}. 
For Fp # Fp one has exactly E(F,)= {2,3,4,5,6). 
The same arguments, without relevant changes apply if L'(G) is replaced 
by L:(G), and if L"(e) is replaced by a Lorentz space L(p, q), an Orlicz 
space L"(e), or a weighted space L:(6), if the weight satisfies the condition 
of Beurling-Domar (cf. [23], A := A,,,(G) := {f]fE L:(e)} is then a “nice” 
algebra). Such spaces have found much attention in the literature (cf. 
[ 10, 19,201 for further references). 
EXAMPLE 6.9. As mentioned above A, is always dense in a Segal 
algebra in standard situation, and B”= BG by Proposition 5.5. Therefore 
(2,3,4}cE(S) f or any Segal algebra. In view of Corollary 5.3 this gives 5 
possible forms of E(S), depending which of the equalities E,, E, or E, are 
satisfied. Three different situations are given in the above examples, but we 
have not found Segal algebras for which E(S) = (2,3,4,5) or 
E(S) = (1, 2,3,4). It would be of interest to know whether one of these 
formal possibilities can be excluded by a proof. 
EXAMPLE 6.10. We conclude the list of applications by a result 
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concerning the A,-algebras, 1 < p < co, due to Herz see [6]. We suppose 
that G is amenable. In that case A,(G) is known to be a “nice” Banach 
algebra with respect to pointwise multiplication, satisfying (Al)-(A5). We 
consider the standard pair (A,, A&. Therefore it is clear that A, satisfies E, 
and E,. Denoting Ai” by W, it follows from Proposition 5.5(A) that 
Wp = (A,) I, i.e., E, holds. According to a result of Cowling ([ 61) translation 
is continuous in Wp, i.e., ApApG = ApA p, or E, is satisfied. Now, applying 
Corollary 5.3 we see that A,C = A,, i.e., A, is complete as an L’(G)-module. 
In particular, sup ]I e, * ,u]lA, < co implies p E A,(G) for any bounded approx- 
imate unit in L:(G). 
It would be possible to continue with a long list of further examples, 
showing also connections between certain results in the literature. Instead, we 
conclude with several remarks. 
A list of spaces in standard situation and corresponding algebras A is 
given in [ 121. We only indicate that it contains many spaces arising in 
harmonic analysis, Euclidean Fourier analysis and distribution theory, 
including various types of generalized Lipschitz spaces as well as their duals, 
and also spaces of ultradistributions (on lea. groups,, cf. [3, 271). 
For the class of strongly character invariant Banach spaces of 
quasimeasures on an lea. group G (mentioned in [ 12, Sect. 11) the symmetry 
between A(G) and L’(G) action (a left-right symmetry of the diagram) can 
be made even more explicit, by observing that the Fourier transform (in the 
sense of S,‘(G)) maps the diagram of B bijective on the diagram of XB, 
interchanging left and right (i.e., convolution and multiplication). 
Theorem 5.8, showing that B’ is a dual space can be used to show that 
spaces of multipliers (i.e., the corresponding spaces of convolution kernels) 
can often be represented as duals of Banach spaces in standard situation. 
Thus one can show that H,(S, S), the space of multipliers on a Segal algebra 
in standard situation, coincides with the dual of a Banach space of 
continuous functions. This extends a result due to Krogstad concerning Segal 
algebras on Abelian groups satisfying property P. (cf. [ 171). 
Some of the results could have been proved under slightly more general 
conditions, but at the cost of more technical problems. In particular, it is not 
always necessary to assume the existence of bounded approximate units in A. 
It is intended to come back to this problem in a subsequent paper. 
Several results (in particular concerning Section 3) can be formulated by 
means of the theory of generalized L’-algebras as considered by Leptin (see 
[2 1 I). Details concerning this different approach are to be given elsewhere. 
Under suitable assumptions one can also show that an isomorphism 
between standard pairs (respecting both structures) can be shown to be 
always induced from an isomorphism of the underlying groups. 
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